**ACTIVATING YOUR COOLING VEST**

Simply place two removable packs in freezer or ice bath for 2-5 minutes or until packs become solid. Although they are not ice packs and will not be cool to the touch, these packs will stay 58°F for up to 4 hours.

**6215 / 6215HV / 6230 FEATURES**

- Phase change packs maintain 58°F.
- FR protection (6215 / 6215HV): The vest itself is made of a modacrylic cotton blend fabric offering inherent FR protection and boasting an ATPV rating of 7.1 cal/cm².
- Design features adjustable hook and loop closures on both the shoulders and waist allowing for the ultimate in comfort.
- NEW design features a shorter, wider vest addressing the core body zones for cooling while increasing mobility in the workplace.
- New honeycomb pack design allows for better flexibility when activated.
- Packs contain a petroleum based, non-toxic cooling gel.
- Extra cooling packs are available for purchase.

**ALSO AVAILABLE**

- 6230 Standard Phase Change Vest
- 6240 Vest Extenders